NER TAMID WEEKLY

KID CHEFS

Upcoming Events

Sunday, November 5th, 9:30-11 AM - First Kids Chef Class This Sunday, learn to make pies

Shabbos, November 11th, - Youth and YACHAD Shabbaton

Monday, November 13th, 7:45 PM - Culture Clash New Series by the Rabbi

Friday, November 17th, 4:15 PM
First Carlbach and Sushi will be joined by Our Way Shabbaton

TRIVIA NIGHT!

See page 3 for details!

UNDER CONSTRUCTION

Our Shabbos Sheet will be undergoing small changes over the next few weeks. Please help by sending all feedback to nertamid613@comcast.net

Shabbos Times

Candle Lighting: 5:44 PM
Mincha: 5:49 PM
Rav Nachman: 8:45 AM
Shacharis: 9 AM
Bereishis Class: 4:40 PM
Mincha: 5:30 PM
Mariv/ Havdallah: 6:44 PM
Turn clock back one hour

Weekday Times

Shacharis
Sunday: 8:30 AM
Monday, Thursday: 6:30 AM
Tues., Wed., Fri.: 6:45 AM

Mincha
Monday - Thursday: 4:45 PM
Friday: 4:42 PM

Class Times

Talmud: Sundays at 9 AM
Chassidus: Mon. - Fri. 7:30 AM
Philosophy of Prayer: Monday
at 7:45 PM
Chabura: Tue. & Wed. 6:10 AM
Parsha in the AM: Thur. 11 AM
Parsha in the PM: Thursdays at 9 PM at the Motzen residence,
6008 Pimlico Rd.
Sermons and classes can be found @ nertamid.net
Kiddush is sponsored by:
Martin Sussman in memory of his beloved father, Hank Sussman

Shalosh Seudos is sponsored by:
The Shalosh Seudos Fund

NEW! Daily Breakfast: bagels, donuts, juice
and freshly brewed coffee EVERY MORNING after Shacharis

Mazel Tov to Abraham and Liliane Elgamil on the birth of a granddaughter, Melody Fay Elgamil. Proud parents are Benjamin and Nikki Elgamil, and proud grandparent is Soonia Raoofian.

We observe the following Yahrtzeits:

November 4 / 15 Cheshvan
Miriam Caplan
Mark Eisenberg
Benjamin Gamerman

November 5 / 16 Cheshvan
Yaakov Kimelfarb
Mary Milner
Fred Sterba

November 6 / 17 Cheshvan
Arnold Besser
David Alan Glassband
Laurence Katz
Doris Stark

November 7 / 18 Cheshvan
Rabbi Alfred Fuchter
Ida Schuchman Greenberg
Katie Siscovick

November 8 / 19 Cheshvan
Samuel Berman
Gerson Bernstein
Miriam Brothers
Isadore Gold
Irvin Hochberg
Reuben Lieber
Macy Meyers
Lawrence Pliskin
Nathan Pushkin
Yichiel Yablochnik

November 9 / 20 Cheshvan
Rachel Caplan
Sylvia Kershner
Isabel Rosenblum
Rose Salzman

November 10 / 21 Cheshvan
Felix Frater
Mildred Rudick
Tiny Tots  2 - 3 year olds
Morah Margalit Tiede in classroom 1
Gan  4 year olds - Kindergarten
Morah Rachel Shar in classroom 11
Junior Minyan 1st & 2nd grades
Morah Orit Gnatt in classroom 6
Tween Minyan 3rd - 6th grades
Daniel Fialkoff in classroom 9
Shmuz and Snack 5th – 12th grades
Sam Wach - Sushi Kiddush
Every Week Cocoa & Mishnah @ 10 AM in Room 9
No Shmuz and Snacks next week

Chef's Class
6-12 Years Old - Sundays 9:30-11AM
$25 for 4 classes, $9 for one class
Pies - November 5, 2017 (3 spots available)

Youth YACHAD Shabbaton
Shabbos November 11, 2017.
Deadline November 6, 2017
$28 per student

Jewish Lego Art Contest
Make something Jewish
Judging at Chanukah dinner, December 17

Family Chanukah Dinner
December 17, 2017  5PM
Register online
Lodging for Our Way Shabbaton
Ner Tamid will be hosting a Shabbaton for Our Way, OU's division for the deaf and hard of hearing, on November 17-18. They are looking for lodging accommodations for participants. If you are able to host please contact Esther Resnick at 443-603-5131.

Trivia Night for Adults
Eat. Drink. Test your knowledge.
Saturday, November 18 @ 8PM
$10 per person. Must be 21 and older

Persian Jewry Shabbos
Ner Tamid Diversity Series invites you to a Celebration of Persian Jewry Shabbos December 2nd
Lecture followed by lunch
$15 per member, $18 for non-member $10 for children
Sign up at nertamid.net or at 410-358-6500

Lil' Sisterhood in Action!
Thank you to all those who made donations this week!

**Synagogue Fund:**
Stuart Renbaum in memory of his beloved, Herman Mandelstan
Philip Marcus in memory of his beloved brother-in-law, Paul Schenker
Herman and Marsha Glassband in memory of their beloved son, David
Chaya and Label Cooper
Victor Friedman

**Pulpit Fund:**
Martin Sussman in memory of Carol Ann Cohen

**Siddur Fund:**
Sharon and Marvin Demb in memory of Zalmon Jerry Kruger

Looking for a Shabbos meal?
Look no further! Contact Lisa Bodziner at lisabodz@gmail.com for a fabulous Shabbos meal at one of our members.

Need a ride?
Would you like a visit?
Look no further! Contact Harriet Jacob at 301-758-8829 for more details.
Meet Dr. Robert (Bob) Allen and Dr. Edie Gurewitsch Allen!

1. What brought you to Ner Tamid?
A number of factors. The hashkafa, the membership, the activities, and of course the rabbi.

2. What is your religious background?
Edie grew up in a conservative home but had a Ramaz HS education. She was traditional as a college student before she first married and moved to being shomer Shabbat in 1986. Bob is the son of Holocaust survivors and was raised in a non-orthodox home. He became interested in orthodoxy as a grad student at CMU in the early 80s. A couple of other grad students were undergoing a similar transformation, and religious marriage made more sense to him than a legal one. By 1982, he was shomer Shabbat.

3. Where are you from originally?
Edie was born in Brooklyn, but grew up in New Rochelle. She went to Columbia for her undergraduate and medical degrees and also trained in high-risk obstetrics at Cornell. Bob was born and grew up on the upper East side in Manhattan, where his father still lives. Bob attended Stuyvesant high school, and attended Stony Brook University as an undergraduate.

4. What do you do for a living (or did before retirement-if so, what do you keep busy with)?
Edie has been in academic medicine her whole career. She came to Hopkins as an attending high-risk obstetrician, where she is now Associate Professor in the Division of Maternal Fetal Medicine, with a joint appointment in Biomedical Engineering. Bob was an engineering faculty member his whole career after his MS from Berkeley in 1978 and PhD from CMU in 1984. He taught at the University of Houston, Rice University, the University of Delaware and Johns Hopkins University, from where he recently retired. He was a full time researcher in design at the National Institute of Standards and Technology from 1997-2000. He recently retired from teaching and now consults and is writing a textbook on biomedical engineering design.

5. What hobbies, passions, etc do you have?
Edie is passionate about Israel, social justice and family. Bob is passionate about family, faith and education. He enjoys poker and road bike riding. They both enjoy reading and board games, especially Sudoku and Scrabble.

6. Anything unusual you could tell us about yourselves, kids, pets? Or an interesting unknown fact about you.
Edie was in the first class at Columbia to accept women. At ages 12 and 13, Bob was the Manhattan chess champion in the junior high division. Twenty five years ago, he won a tournament in the World Poker finals.

7. What do you hope will come about at Ner Tamid in the future?
That it continues to grow welcoming members of a wide range of persuasions.

We have a new feature every two weeks and we would love to profile you! Email nertamid613@comcast.net for details.